
About
At Case & Canvas, we believe that furniture should be more than just functional. It

should tell a story and be a reflection of your personality. That's why we combine

memories and modern design with exceptional materials and master craftsmanship

to create pieces that are truly unique. Our passion for travel and the small

communities we encounter along the way inspire us to create furniture that

embodies classic lines, cool palettes, and clean living. We put our heart into every

piece we make, and we hope that you'll love them as much as we do.
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The Almera bed is a clean-lined, large contemporary bed crafted

from reclaimed Peroba solids wrapped in a dark brown veneer casing, suspended

atop stainless steel tapered legs.

Size: 65"w x 89"d x 48"h

The Almera four-drawer dresser is crafted from reclaimed Peroba solids wrapped in

a dark brown veneer casing, suspended atop tapered stainless steel legs resulting in

instant contemporary glamor. 

Size: 72"w x 20"d x 27"h

The Bowie club chair blends mid-century elegance and modern comfort. Its

exposed oak-finished wood base complements the performance boucle

upholstery, offering both style and durability. 

Size: 30.7"w x 29.1"d x 28.3"h

The Marianne chair is a clean-lined Scandinavian design, this contemporary lounge

chair features a frame crafted from exposed oak contrasted with black powder-

coated steel. 

Size: 29.5"w x 33.5"d x 30"h 

The Sands platform bed epitomizes rustic chic and modern simplicity. A simple

timber frame and headboard is handcrafted from reclaimed French oak.

Size: 72"w x 89"d x 52"h (King 88"w)

The Sands two-drawer nightstand is crafted from reclaimed natural French oak, with

handleless push-catch drawers, keeping things modern and minimal. 

Size: 26"w x 18"d x 25"h 

Tribeca is a modern upgrade to your space, with indulgent comfort that sets the

stage for relaxation. Crafted from cozy performance fabric and generously

proportioned plush seating.

Size: 38.98"w x 39.76"d x 33.86"h

The Travis sofa’s transitional design boasts elegantly sloped arms and a fully

upholstered silhouette, inviting you to unwind in unparalleled coziness. 

Size: 88.98"w x 40.94"d x 27.56"h

Featuring
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Almera Bed

Almera Four Drawer Dresser

Bowie Club Chair
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Marianne Chair

Sands Platfrom Bed

Sands Two-Drawer Nightstand
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Tribeca Club Chair

Travis Sofa
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